
 

Appendix B 

to CBSC Decision 99/00-0654 

CIGL-FM re a song entitled "The Bad Touch" 

  

 

I. The Complaint 

The following complaint dated June 6, 2000 was sent to the CRTC, and forwarded to 
the CBSC in due course:  

Please find enclosed the copy of a letter sent to the Radio Station 97 and the answering letter. While they 
may be incapable of banning the song in question "Bad Touch", you can. I run a Girl Guide group and it's 
frustrating and worrisome to have to stop the 11 year old girls from teaching the younger girls all the 
words to the song and discussing how "horny" they feel when they hear it. Some know boys who are 
trying to imitate it. For the children's sake - ban it. I realize there may be other songs on the radio as bad. 
I hope you censor them too. But I am very aware of this particular song because of the incident above. 

The next concern I had regarding the words "kick-ass" and "God Damn" being used was very "Pontius 
Pilate" of them (washing their hands of their responsibility). The adults could inform the kids auditioning 
for guest DJ to not use these words privately - before going on the air. Then there would be no 
advertising and therefore no encouragement of the use of these words. Surely they could have done that 
much. 

The following letter, sent to the broadcaster on April 26, 2000, was attached to the letter 
of complaint: 

I have two concerns I wish to address. 

Number One: Please consider this a formal complaint regarding the song currently being heard BAD 
TOUCH by THE BLOODHOUNDS. The lyrics are raw, crude and far too explicit. It refers to wanting to 
have sex like the mammals do on the Discovery Channel and saying he's "horny." It doesn't matter that 
you bleep this line out during the daytime until the request show in the evening because children are still 
up at this time and so am I. This is a formal request to not play the song at all. It is full of other graphic 
lines as well. 

Number Two: This is a formal complaint against the format of the Top Six at Six program with Joey Martin 
at 6 p.m. on weekdays. Children calling in should not be allowed to say as guest DJ, "the best kick-ass 
radio station...." Or to say "the best G-O-D-D-A-M-N radio station..." I feel they are encouraged through 
lack of someone telling them they cannot say this. To stop this unacceptable talk by children, all Joey has 
to do is regularly say on the radio that they cannot say these things or they cannot be on the program or 
receive the prize. If no prize is given under these circumstances this kind of garbage talk will cease. 

I am expecting results within three weeks. If these complaints are not acknowledged or dealt with 
properly, I will be sending a copy of this letter to the C.R.T.C. and a formal letter of complaint. I have 



already phoned them and these are the guidelines they gave me. They allow three weeks for responses 
of complaints sent to them. 

II. The Broadcaster's Response 

The President, CIGL-FM, responded to the complainant on May 8, 2000 with the 
following: 

Thank you for your letter of April 26th regarding your concerns with MIX 97. We always appreciate 
feedback from our listeners. 

In regards to your first concern with the song Bad Touch by the Bloodhounds it has been station policy to 
only play the edited version of this song. If the unedited version has been played then the announcer has 
brought in his or her own copy against company policy. As a result of your letter we have copied all 
announcers with a stern warning about bringing their own unauthorized recordings to the station. We play 
this song because it is doing very well on the charts and all stations with the same format as ours are 
playing it. 

As for your second concern regarding the Top Six at 6 we have taken your request under advisement and 
have spoken with Joey regarding your complaint. It is our belief that by drawing attention to what the 
callers can and cannot say will only increase the frequency of such calls. This is based on previous 
experiences with similar matters. 

Again, we appreciate your taking the time to write and hope that you are satisfied with this response. 

 


